How do I subscribe to Leader Support Forum?

Within our forum, you have two levels of subscription options:

- **Forum Level**: to be notified when new topics are added to the forum
- **Topic Level**: to be notified when new comments are made to a specific topic.

Note: You will need to subscribe to each level separately.

Here are the steps to subscribe to both:

1. Click on **Member Log In** to access your MOLN account. Only current MOLN members have access to the forum. **For questions regarding accessing your account contact office@moln.org.**
2. Next, navigate to the **Leader Support Forum** on the top menu bar and select **Leader Support Forum - Join Discussion.**
3. Click on “Open Forum”. This will pull up a list of the topics created within this forum.
4. To subscribe to the Forum, select the Forum Actions button and select "Subscribe to Instant Updates." You will be notified when new topics are added to the forum.
5. To subscribe to a Topic, click on the name of a topic. Select the Thread Actions button and select "Subscribe to Instant Updates." You will be notified when new comments are added to this topic. Repeat for all topics as desired.
Creating Your Forum Signature

Managing your forum preferences and subscriptions can also be found under Manage Profile and select Forum Settings.

Under forum subscriptions you can unsubscribe from instant updates and edit your forum signature. It is suggested to add your Full Name, Title and Organization.

Forum Digest

MOLN members also have the option to subscribe to the MOLN Leader Support Forum Digest. This is a newsletter to be sent out periodically to those who subscribe to the Forum Digest. The digest only includes information about new topics created within the forum. To subscribe refer to step 4 above and select Subscribe to Digest.

Default Subscription Settings

MOLN cannot subscribe members to forums by default. Our forum is completely voluntary, and everyone must manually subscribe according to your own preferences.

Code of Conduct

To ensure the best possible experience for all members, we have established some basic rules and end etiquette for participation. By joining and using the MOLN Leader Support Forum, you agree that you have read and will follow the forum’s code of conduct. For questions, Contact Us.